
RESPONSIVE DESIGN



RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Definition: an approach to web design with a strong emphasis on image 
viewing experience to make reading easier. 

Applied to a wide range of devices, including mobile phones 
and desktop computers. 



RESPONSIVE DESIGN

(RWD)  is an approach to web design aimed at crafting sites to provide an 

optimal viewing experience—easy reading and navigation with a minimum 

of resizing, panning, and scrolling—across a wide range of devices 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_design


WHY RESPONSIVE DESIGN?

1 in 5 people in the world own a PC & smartphone

1 in 17 people in the world own a tablet

Phones and tablets will overtake
desktop computers as the primary 
way people get online.



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | fonts

Typography is one of the most important aspects of RWD. 

The best way to implement a responsive font size is to use:



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | images

Create fluid images by sizing images in relative units rather than absolute 
pixel dimensions. 

The most common solution is to set the max-width of the image to 100%

img { 
max-width: 100%;
}

READ MORE: http://alistapart.com/article/fluid-images 

http://alistapart.com/article/fluid-images


RESPONSIVE DESIGN | fluid grids

Regardless of the device/screen size, components in fluid design are going 
to flow and adapt to the user environment. 

READ MORE: http://alistapart.com/article/fluidgrids 

http://alistapart.com/article/fluidgrids


RESPONSIVE DESIGN | media queries

Target specific screen sizes with different styles. 

You can change styles depending on:
- Heights and width of the browser
- Screen resolution
- Orientation of the device

@media (min-width: 700px) { ... }

@media (min-width: 700px) and (orientation: landscape) { ... }

@media tv and (min-width: 700px) and (orientation: landscape) { ... }



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | layout types

There are several page layout types:

1. Static or Fixed Width

2. Liquid or Fluid

3. Adaptive

4. Responsive



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | static/fixed width layout

Uses a preset page size and does not change based on the browser width. 

In other words, the page layout might have a permanent width of 960 

pixels no matter what. 

This is how web pages were traditionally built for many years until modern 

influences like media queries and responsive design were introduced 

around the start of the 2010s.



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | static/fixed width layout



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | liquid layout

Uses relative units instead of fixed units. Typically a liquid layout will use percentages instead of 

pixels, but any relative unit of measurement will work, such as ems.

A liquid layout often will fill the width of the page, no matter what the width of the browser 

might be. 

Some drawbacks at very large or very small browser widths. If the browser is very wide, some 

content might be stretched too far. On large screens, a single paragraph might run across the 

page on a single line. Conversely, a multi-column layout on a small screen could be too crowded 

for the content.



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | liquid layout



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | adaptive page layout

Uses CSS media queries to detect the width of the browser and alter the layout accordingly. 

Adaptive layouts will use fixed unit like pixels, just like a static layout, but the difference is that 

there are essentially multiple fixed widths defined by specific media queries.

Adaptive layouts are a good stop-gap solution if a legacy static layout needs to be converted to 

support mobile devices. They also typically require less development time than a responsive 

layout. The major drawback is that device widths in-between the explicit breakpoints are often 

less than ideal, with either too much space or not enough space.



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | adaptive page layout



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | responsive page layout

A responsive page layout uses both relative units and media queries, ostensibly combining the 

ideas of a liquid layout and an adaptive layout. 

As the browser increases or decreases in width, a responsive layout will flex just like a liquid 

layout. However, if the browser goes beyond certain widths defined by media query 

breakpoints, then the layout will change more dramatically to accommodate a wide or narrow 

width.



RESPONSIVE DESIGN | responsive page layout



Let’s review
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3038367/9-gifs-that-explain-responsive-design-brilliantly#1

http://www.fastcodesign.com/3038367/9-gifs-that-explain-responsive-design-brilliantly#1
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3038367/9-gifs-that-explain-responsive-design-brilliantly#1












WEB TRENDS FOR 2017

Go responsive or go home



WEB TRENDS 

Hero images - Since vision is the strongest human sense, HD hero images are one of the fastest ways to 

grab a user’s attention. Thanks to advances in bandwidth and data compression, users won’t suffer from slow 

load times either. 



WEB TRENDS 
Big, bold typography

As the design world comes to the consensus that our focus should be on content, more and more websites 

feature lines of resonant, inspiring copy set in type that’s just as big and bold as the statement itself.

http://www.nurturedigital.com/


WEB TRENDS 

Cinemagraphs

Cinemagraphs -- high-quality 

videos or GIFs that run on a 

smooth, continuous loop -- have 

become a popular way to add 

movement and visual interest to 

otherwise static pages.



WEB TRENDS 

Experimental Compositions

To stand out in a sea of tidy masonry 

style layouts, some designers are opting 

instead for more eclectic structures.



The hamburger menu

While some criticize this pattern’s use, there’s no doubt that it’s widespread use makes the 
function easily recognizable for users.

WEB TRENDS 



Scrolling Over Clicking

As the mobile web continues to grow and web design 

continues to skew in the direction of a more effective and 

enjoyable mobile experience, scrolling will continue to 

dominate clicking. It’s more intuitive, easier to do, cuts down 

on load times and allows for more dynamic interaction to 

take place between the user and the website

WEB TRENDS 



Bright Gradients

Kaleidoscopic 

gradients are coming 

back in a big way.

+ BIG COLORS

+ DUOTONE

WEB TRENDS 

http://www.impossible-bureau.com/
http://www.impossible-bureau.com/
https://www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2017
https://www.pantone.com/color-of-the-year-2017
http://www.adisonpartners.com/
http://www.adisonpartners.com/


WEB TRENDS 

“Material Design”

Material Design is a mostly flat 

design that uses very subtle 

gradients, layering, and animation 

to retain a sense of the tangible 

world (physical space and objects) 

while still achieving all the 

advantages of flat design.



WEB TRENDS 

Rich animations

Animations are being used more and more to enhance a site’s storytelling, making the 

experience more interactive and entertaining.



WEB TRENDS 

Hover animations

Hover effects give a more intuitive feel to a site as users mouse over content. Users unsure about a 

feature’s function tend to hover over them automatically for instant visual feedback.



WEB TRENDS 

Microinteractions

Microinteractions are single, specific moments when a user is interacting with your website.



WEB TRENDS 

Personalized UX

Using cookies to display certain 

content to repeat visitors be used 

for more than spam. Netflix uses it 

to remember what you’ve recently 

watched. So does YouTube. 



WEB TRENDS 
VR & 360 video



WEB TRENDS 
Modern Retro

Whether it is pixel art, 

vintage typography or 

80s and 90s inspired 

imagery; retro with a 

modern twist is in right 

now. 

http://www.rleonardi.com/interactive-resume/


MORE EXAMPLES
http://www.spaceneedle.com/home/

http://www.impossible-bureau.com/

http://grainandmortar.com/

http://madebytinygiant.com/

http://www.rleonardi.com/interactive-resume/ 

https://blackmarketindy.net/ 

http://www.sweetmagnoliagelato.com/ 

http://www.nurturedigital.com/ 

https://bff.co/ 

http://www.buildinamsterdam.com/cases/ 
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